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On January 20, 1994, Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") filed

an application, pursuant to KRS 278. 183, for authority to establish

an environmental surcharge to recover its current costs of

compliance with the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 ("CAAA") and

other environmental requirements applicable to coal facilities used

to generate electricity. KRS 278. 183(2) requires the Commission

to> ( 1) consider and approve a compliance plan and rate surcharge

if the Commission finds the plan and rate surcharge reasonable and

cost-effective for compliance with the applicable environmental

requirements oi the CAAA and those federal, state, or local

environmental requirements which apply to coal combustion wastes

and by-productsi (2) establish a reasonable return on compliance-

related capital expendituresJ and (3) approve the application of

the surcharge.

The proposed surcharge is to be implemented in August 1994,

KU forecasts that the proposed surcharge will result in current

recovery of approximately 815.5 million of environmental compliance

costs in the Kentucky )urisdiction during the 12 months ended July



1995 and $ 23 million of current recovery for the 12 months ended

July 1995.

The Commission granted motions for full intervention to the

Attorney General's Office {"AG"}, the Lexington-Fayette Urban

County Government ("LFUCG"), the Kentucxy Industrial Utility
Customers ("KIUC"), Mr. Jerry Hammond, and the Future Fuel S Fiber

Farmers of America ("FIFA"). Limited intervention was granted to

Mr. Jim Bcoggins.

ENVIRONMENTAL BURCliARGE COMPLIANCE PLAN

As required by KRB 278.183, KU filed, as part of its
application, an environmental surcharge compliance plan ("surcharge

plan" ) consisting of 15 separate pro]acts to comply with the CAAA

or other environmental regulations applicable to coal combustion

wastes and by-products. The surcharge plan is divided into two

partsi acid rain compliance and other environmental investments.

The CAAA requires, inter alia, substantial reductions in

omissions of sulfur dioxide ("BO,") and nitrogen oxide ("NO„") and

continuous omissions monitoring. seven of KU's 15 prospects are

associated with acid rain compliance and represent approximately 60

percent of thc total cost of the surcharge plan. The largest
oi'hese

is thc installation of a flue gas desulfurixation system

("scrubber" ) at Unit 1 of the Ghent Generating Btation ("Ghent 1").
The remainder consists of other pollution control equipment and

investments such as ash pond and precipitator enhancements and

compliance with ambient air quality regulations.



To support. including the 7 pro)ects in its surcharge plan, KU

filed its acid rain compliance plan ("compliance plan" ),'U's
compliance plan is not subject to our approval under KRS 278.183 as

it includes CAAA prospects not included in KU's surcharge plan.

However, our review and approval of the latter necessarily includes

the former to the extent that the proposed actions are identical.
KU's compliance plan includes the following actionst

1. Installation of continuous emission monitoring systems at

all plants and NO„burner modifications at all Phase I

units.

2. Installation of a scrubber and associated facilities,
including a gypsum water recovery treatment facility, at

Ghent 1 by 1995.

3. Installation of a scrubber at Ghent 2 by 1998.

4. Switching Ghent 3 and 4 to Western U.S. Powder River

Basin coal by 2000.

5. Switching Brown 1, 2 and 3 to compliance coal by 2008.

Of these proposed actions, only Nos. 1 and 2 are included in KU's

surcharge plan.

The other eight projects in KU's surcharge plan are for

pollution control equipment required by other federal, state or

local environmental regulations applicable to coal combustion

Kentucky Utilities Company's Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
Compliance Plan Reassessment Report ("Reassessment Report" ),
September 24, 1993, and Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
Compliance Plan Updated Reassessment Report ("Updated
Reassessment Report" ), November 1, 1993,



wastes and by-products from power plants. In support of these

pro/sets, KU presented testimony and several technical and

engineering evaluation studies.

The intervenors'vidence did not address KU's surcharge plan

or its compliance plan. However, KIUC contends that KU's

compliance plan is deficient because it does not directly consider

thc implications of Owensboro Municipal Utility ("OMU") adding a

scrubber to its Elmer Smith Power Plant ("Smith" ). KU purchases

power from OMU under a wholesale power contract. KIUC alleges that

thc addition of the OMU scrubber will cause KU to achieve

substantially more emiusions reductions than necessary in Phase I

because the Ghent 1 scrubber will achieve 80,000 of the 82,000 tons

SO, reduction required on KU's system. KIUC requests that the

Commission's approval of KU's compliance plan be conditional

pending final determination of the impact of the OMU scrubber.

KU stated that it has purchase power agreements with ONU,

Electric Energy, Inc. ("EEI") and Illinois Power Company ("IPC").
Under the OMU agreement, KU purchases, on an economic basis, all of

Smith's 400 MW output not required by ONU. KU presently takes and

pays for approximately one-half of the output of Smith. However,

this purchase, as well as the EEI and IPC purchases, have no affect
on KU's required system reduction of approximately 82,000 tons of

SOr. While the required Phase I BO, reductions of ONU, EEI and IPC

under the CAAA may affect the prices KU pays for purchased power,

these reductions are the responsibilities of those companies, not

of KU. The Commission is not persuaded by KIUC's argument and will

4



not withhold final approval of KU's surcharge plan pending an

investigation of the OMU situation.
Based on review of KU's compliance plan, other technical and

engineering evaluations and studies, and supporting documentation,

the Commission finds that KU's surcharge plan, consisting of 15

pro)acts, is reasonable and cost-effective, and should be approved.

SURCHARGE MECHANISM AND CALCULATION

KU proposed to recover the costs of its surcharge plan through

a mechanism defined in its proposed Rate Schedule ES. KU stressed
that Rate Schedule ES was based on simplicity, reasonableness,

sound rate-making principles, and conservative [udgment.'RS
278.183 provides that a utility may recover those environmental

compliance costs that are not already included in existing rates
through an environmental surcharge. In its proposal, KU determined

what is not currently included in existing rates by using an

incremental approach. It identified specific qualifying pro]ects
which have been added since its last general rate case and proposed

that its return on environmental capital expenditures be determined

using an environmental rate base consisting of qualifying assets
placed in service after its last rate case. KU also proposed to
recover operation and maintenance expenses ("OrM") recorded in five
specific subaccounts by determining the incremental change from a

1994 calendar year baseline. It suggested that the six month and

two year reviews required by KRS 278.183 be handled in a manner

KU Brief g a't 17 ~



similar to that used for the Fuel Adjustment Clause
("FAC").'hile

KU has stated that revenues received from the sale of

emission allowances and scrubber by-products should be treated as

cost offsets when determining the surcharge amounts,'t requested

a reasonable opportunity to complete an in-house evaluation of the

rate-making treatment of these items after which it would file a

proposal for review and
approval.'he

AG argues that without a current rate application under

KRS 278.190, it is impossible to determine what environmental costs

are included in existing rates.'e further argues that granting

KU a surcharge above existing rates which he claims are already

fair, just, and reasonable would violate KRS 278.030(l).'he AG

also insists that KRS 278.183 cannot be implemented without the

promulgation of administrative regulations and that it is unfair to

Kentucky jurisdictional customers versus other KU
customers.'inally,

the AG argues that KU has failed to meet its burden of

proving what is or is not included in existing rates. He

recommends that the environmental surcharge be denied. KU

Hewett Direct Testimony, at 13-14.

Response to Items 82 through 84 of KIUC's First Set of Data
Requests dated March 4, 1994.

KU Brief, at 41.
DeWard Direct Testimony, at 7.
AG Brief, at 14.
Id., at 7-8.



responded that the position taken by the AG would make the

operation of KRS 278.l83 impossible.~

KIUC rejected KU's incremental approach as unreasonable and

likely to cause gross over-recovery for KU. KIUC proposes to

determine the current level of environmental costs and then deduct

those environmental costs already recovered by existing rates, with

the difference between the total current costs and the amount

recovered through existing rates to be recovered as a surcharge."

KIUC claims that KU is overcollecting on environmental capital

costs included in current rates due to a 50 percent growth in

sales, reductions in the cost of pollution control debt, and

changes in depreciation rates KIUC calculated a surcharge

amount which recognized adjustments for sales growth, debt cost

changes, and depreciation rate changes. It based its calculation

of environmental costs already recovered on the pollution control

bonds included in KU's capitalization in its last rate case. K1UC

disagreed with the use of a 1994 calendar year Oem baseline,

preferring that KU identify the OsN associated with pollution

control property included in the last rate case." KIUC also

argued that KU should immediately pass all proceeds from emission

allowance auction sales held by the Environmental Protection Agency

10

12

KU Brief, at 26.

Falkenberg Direct Testimony, at 6.
KIUC Brief, at 26-27.

Falkenberg Direct Testimony, at 29.



in 1993 and 1994 to ratepayers." KU challenged KIUC's

recommendation as inconsistent with the language of KRS 278.183 and

asserted that recognition of changes related to sales growth, debt

costs, and depreciation rates was neither reasonable nor consistent

with sound rate-making."

FSFA, LFUCG, and Nr. Hammond did not present evidence or make

arguments.

Surcharge Approach

The Commission is presented with two opposing approaches for

determining the eligible environmental costs not included in

existing rates. KU's incremental approach identifies environmental

costs incurred since its last rate case. KIUC attempted to

identify the environmental costs included in KU's last rate case

and compare these costs to the current level of environmental costs
to determine the surcharge amount.

Both approaches are reasonable methods to determine those

costs not included in existing rates. The test year in KU's last
general rate case was the twelve months ending June 30, 1982.

Using the incremental approach, KU provided the net eligible book

values for the 15 environmental projects it proposed to include in

the surcharge. The net eligible book values were adjusted to

remove any construction work in progress amounts which were

included in that case, The accuracy of these book values was not

challenged by any intervenor.

Id., at 30.
KU Brief, at 26-34.



KIUC attempted to determine the environmental capital
expenditures being recovered in existing rates by identifying the

costs of plant in service as disclosed in pollution control bond

documents. KIUC calculated a current level of accumulated

depreciation and deferred taxes using those plant costs. KIUC's

evidence was that the amounts it included were limited to the

amounts that it could identify. " KU countered that "it would be

most difficult, if not impossible, to go back and try to
identify"" the amount of environmental revenue requirements

included in its last rate case.
Based on the evidence of record, it is reasonable in this

instance to use the incremental approach proposed by KU to

determine the surcharge for the first two years. This decision

recognises that."(1) KU's incremental approach meets the letter and

spirit of KRS 278.183 by charging ratepayers only for current

compliance costs not included in KU's last rate case; and (2) the

accuracy of KIUC's analysis cannot be verified because it is not

supported by detailed cost information from KU's last rate case.
There is no merit in the AG's argument that a current rate

application is necessary to determine the costs included in

existing rates. First, KRS 278.183 does not reguire a utility to

demonstrate what costs are included in existing rates. Rather, it
need only show that the costs to be recovered by the surcharge are

Transcript of Evidence ("T.E."),Vol. II, May 26, 1994, at
400.

Id., at 230.



not included in existing rates. Second, the only costs included in

KU's existing rates are those that were found reasonable in its
last rate case. KU has demonstrated that the current compliance

costs it seeks to recover through the surcharge were not included

in its last rate case when its existing rates were established and

there is no persuasive evidence to the contrary. "
Third, KRS 278.183 expressly authorizes the use oi' surcharge

to recover compliance cost not included in existing rates without

the need for a rate application under KRS 278.190. To reguire a

rate application, as the AG suggests, would render KRS 278.183

superfluous because in every instance all reasonable compliance

costs would be included in the rate application and recovered

through new base rates, leaving nothing to be recovered by a

surcharge. There is no reason to believe that the General Assembly

intended KRS 278.183 to be a nullity. Rather, it clearly stated
that a utility should be entitled to a surcharge as provided for in

KRS 278.183 "[n]otwithstanding any other provision of this chapter

[KRS 278)." KRS 278. 183(1). Thus, the Commission's hands are tied
when reviewing such an application.

The traditional analyses of determining whether rates are

fair, just, and reasonable simply have no place here. Nhile this

17 Of course, KU's existing rates have changed since its last
rate case due to the biennial roll-in of fuel costs pursuant
to 807 KAR 5:056, Section 1(12), and the 1986 Tax Reform Act.
However, except for these changes, KU's existing rates are
those established in its last rate case, Case No. 8624,
General Adjustment of Electric Rates of Kentucky Utilities
Company.

-10-



procedure may, at first blush, appear to leave ratepayers without

recourse in a situation where the utility is already earning a fair
return on its investment (or capital), other provisions of KRS

Chapter 278 remain available to remedy that situation. Should the

Commission or an intervenor believe that KU's earnings from its
existing rates are excessive, a proceeding to review those rates
can be initiated pursuant to KRS 278.260. Thus, the General

Assembly perceived a need to require ratepayers to be charged for

all compliance costs not included in existing rates irrespective of

the utility's current level of earnings, while leaving available a

complete but separate remedy in the event that existing rates
produce excessive earnings.

The AG's argument that KRS 278. 183 cannot be implemented

absent an administrative regulation was earlier argued and was

rejected in the Commission's May 6, 1994 Order. KRS 13A.100

specifies that the promulgation of regulations is "[s]ubject to the

limitations in applicable statutes." Pursuant to KRS 278.183, each

utility is authorized to file its individual compliance plan with

the Commission. For example, KU has proposed that Commission staff
conduct on-site audits semiannually. Our decision as to the need

for audits and, if needed, their frequency, will be based on the

evidence in this case. Other utilities filing under KRS 278.183

may believe that their particular circumstances justify more

frequent or less frequent audits and will tailor their respective

compliance plans accordingly. In each case our decision will be

based on the evidence of record in that specific case. The

-11-



processing of applications is already governed by existing
regulations and the express language of KRS 278.183 belies the

claim that more specific regulations are required.

The issue of whether KU's Kentucky ratepayers will be treated

unfairly because KRS 278.183 applies to them but not to KU's

Virginia ratepayers or wholesale ratepayers is beyond the scope of

our Jurisdiction. This Commission is empowered only with the

authority to regulate KU's rates to Kentucky ratepayers and to
enforce the provisions of KRS Chapter 278. It is for other

regulatory agencies to determine what is fair and reasonable for

virginia ratepayers and wholesale customers.

Nor has the AG persuaded the Commission that an investigation

of the legislative process by which KRS 278.183 was enacted would

be appropriate even if it were within the Commission's

jurisdiction. There is no evidence that the legislation was not

passed by the General Assembly, signed by the Governor, and in full
force and effect. If the AG believes that KRS 278.183 was the

product of improper influence, the appropriate recourse is to
consult with the United States Attorney's Office or the appropriate

Commonwealth Attorney's Office.
While KU's incremental approach is acceptable far implementing

the surcharge, an environmental compliance rate base should be

established for use in the future. The 15 prospects approved in

this Order, as well as any subseguently approved, should be

included. This environmental rate base will be maintained, with

appropriate credits for accumulated depreciation, until KU's next

-12-



general rate case. At each two year review, the then current

annual costs associated with the environmental rate base will be

incorporated into KU's base rates. Subsequent calculations of the

surcharge will be based upon the then current costs associated with

this continuing environmental rate base less the amount

incorporated into base rates. At such time as KU files a general

rate case, all environmental costs will be identified and a new

environmental rate base established.

9ualifyino Costs

KU proposed that its Rate Schedule SS include a return on its
Environmental Compliance Rate Base ("rate base"), the incremental

change in five specific OSM expense subaccounts, and other specific
operating expenses related to pollution control capital
expenditures. KIUC followed a similar approach in its calculation

of an environmental surcharge.

Rate Base. KU's rate base was calculated in a manner similar

to the approach used by the Commission in general rate cases. A

working capital allowance was included reilecting 1/8th of the

annual incremental OsM expenses related to pollution control

equipment. Under KU's proposal, the working capital allowance

would not appear in the calculations until 1995 because of the

proposed use of a 1994 calendar year baseline for OsM expenses. KU

initially proposed including the purchase prices of emission

allowances which remain in the allowance bank in inventory,'ut

Willhite Direct Testimony, at 5.
-13-



subsequently indicated that all emission allowances would be

included in the rate base, at their average inventory
price.'he

rate base proposed by KU should be used to determine the

return on environmental capital expenditures, with one

modification. The ending inventory of emission allowances should

be included using the weighted average cost method required by the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC"). Based on the

Commission's decision concerning the OsM expense baseline, infra/

a working capital allowance will be included beginning the first
month the surcharge is billed to ratepayers.

Pollution Control Operating Expenses ("PCOE"). KU identified

the following expenses related to pollution control facilities as

PCOE in Rate Schedule ES~ the monthly incremental change in OaM

expenses, monthly depreciation and amortization expenses, monthly

property taxes, and its monthly insurance expense. The inorsmsntal

OsM expenses will reflect the total change in five speci f io

subaccounts designated by KU to track pollution control related

OsM. KU proposed the 12 months ending December 31, 1994 as the

baseline period for these 04M expenses. It was willing to forgo

using an earlier time period'hich would have resulted in higher

incremental OsM expenses and proposed this period because it
immediately preceded the scheduled operation date for the Ghent 1

19

20

Response to Item 49(d) of the Commission's March 4, 1994
Order.

Response to Item 40(b) of the Commission's April 6, 1994
Order.

-14-



scrubber." KIUC's calculations of a surcharge utilised this same

assumption."

The use of the environmental compliance-related expenses

identified by KU as PCOE in determining the surcharge should be

adopted with three modifications. First, KRS 278. 183(4) requires

that the cost of any consultant employed by the Commission to
assist in reviewing a utility's compliance plan be included in the

surcharge. Therefore, this cost should be included in PCOE, with

amounts already billed and paid included in the calculation oi the

first, monthly surcharge and subseguent billings recognised in the

months as billed. Second, the emission allowance expense, defined

as Account No. 509 by FFRC, should also be included in PCOE. KU

did not include this expense in its proposed Rate Schedule ES, but

did include it when determining the impact of the proposed

surcharge on ratepayers over its first two years." Finally, the

o&M expense baseline should be the 12 months ending May 31, 1994,
the period immediately preceding the first expense month to be

included in the surcharge. It is not reasonable to define the

baseline period as the 12 months immediately before a major

pollution control investment becomes operational. Setting the OaM

expense baseline as the 12 months ending May 31, 1994 more

21 Response to Item 62(a)(1) of the Commission's March 4, 1994
Order.

Falkenberg Direct Testimony, Exhibit No. RJF-10.

Willhite Direct Testimony, Exhibit 1 (Proposed Rate Schedule
ES) and Exhibit 5, page 2 of 3 (Illustration of Typical Month
Surcharge Levels — Pollution Control Operating Expenses).

-15-



accurately reflects the period prior to the recovery available

through the surcharge than does KU's proposal.

KU did not propose including any environmental compliance-

related administrative and general expenses in the OaM expense

baseline, having determined these costa to be insignificant when

measured as an increment against the baseline, " The Commission

will not require it to do so. KU will be required to provide

account descriptions i'or the five OsM subaccounts to bs used in the

surcharge. They should be filed with the first suroharge

calculation and may not be changed without prior Commission

approval. If KU later wishes to include administrative and general

expenses in the surcharge, such a request will be considered only

at the start of the next 2-year period.

proceeds from Bv-product and Allowance Sales, KU requested

that the Commission defer ruling on how the proceeds from by-

product and emission allowance sales should be reflected in the

surcharge until KU develops "guidelines" for treating these

transactions. However, KU recognized the need to address the use

of allowance sales to mitigate near-term impacts on rates in t,he

Reassessment Report and the Updated Reassessment Report.'5

KU's concern over the proper treatment of proceeds from

emission allowance sales is understandable. However, this issue

should not be deferred until KU can put forward s propossi, KU has

25

25

Response to Item 55 of the Commission's March 42 1994 Order,

Reassessment Report at page 2 and Updated Reassessment Report
at page 1.
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boon aware of thi.s issue at least since September 1993 and haa yot

to produce a proposal for consideration. It has indicated

repeatedly that the proceeds from by-product and emission allowance

sales should be included in the surcharge calculations as an

offset. Therefore, all sales revenues> unad]usted for gains or

losses, should be reflected as an offset in the surcharge Given

the treatment of allowances i.n the rate base and the PCOLi'i this ia

the most equitable treatment. Bales of by-products should be

treated in the same manner. As suggested by KU, revenues from tho

BPA'e 1993 Auction should be credited to the ratopayers in the

first month of the surcharge." Subsequent sales revenues should

be reflected in the month the revenues are received.

In the Reassessment Report and the Updated Reassessment

Report, KU acknowledged the need to develop a strategy whi.ch would

permit it to hold a prudent number of allowances to meet: unexpected

needs."'uring the review of its 1993 Integrated Resource P]an,

KU described the factors it believed were necessary to develop an

allowance management strategy." KU should develop and file an

Emission Allowance Management strategy plan by the time oi tho

fi.rat 6-month surcharge review. Changes made in tho strat,egy, with

T.E. < Vcl. I, May 25, 1994, at 154'nd KU Brief < at 40 ~

Reaeeeesment Report at page 22 and Updated Reassessment Report
at page 11.
Response to Item 94 of the Commission Staff's December 14,
1993 Data Request, Case No. 93-302, A Review Pursuant to 007
KAR 5i050 of the 1993 Integrated Resource Pion of Kentucky
Utilities Company.
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appropriate supporting explanations, may be filed during subsequent

6-month reviews. A complete, updated plan should be filed during

the 2-year review. Appendix A of this Order provides an outline

for the allowance management strategy plan.

Keview and Audit Process

KU has stated that operation of the surcharge should be

similar to the FAC. zt included as part of its surcharge

application a series of reporting formats for the monthly surcharge

calculation which is acceptable, with some modifications, The

revised formats are attached to this Order as Appendix B, which

includes formats for information to be filed at the time of the 6-

month and 2-year reviews. The information in the monthly formats

should be filed when KU submits the amount of the monthly

surcharge. As experience is gained in the monthly reporting and

review processes, the Commission may modify these formats or

prescribe additional formats. A form to be prepared by KU when it
proposes to include a new capital investment in the surcharge has

also been included.

The 6-month and 2-year reviews will be conducted in formal

prooeedings initiated by the Commission. Although KU has suggested

that the Commission Staff perform on-site audits every 6 months,

the Commission will have its Staff perform on-site audits as deemed

necessary. The Commission accepts KU's proposal to calculate an

over- or under-recovery cost factor during the 6-month review,

beginning with the first month of the 6-month expense period

following Commission approval,

"18-



Formula to Calculate the Surcharge

The formula to calculate the surcharge gross revenue

requirement, as modified by this Order, is as follows>

E(m) (RB/12)[ROR + (RQR — DR)(TR/(1 - TR))] + PCOE - BAS

where;

E(m)
RB
ROR
DR
TR
PCOE ~

BAS

Environmental Surcharge Gross Revenue Requirement
Environmental Compliance Rats Base
Rate of Return on Environmental Compliance Rate Base
Pollution Control Bond Rate
Composite Federal and State Income Tax Rate
Pollution Control Operating Expenses

[ Incremental OSM Expenses (+/-), Depreciation
and Amortisation Expense, Property Taxes,
Insurance Expense, Emission Allowance Expense/
and Surcharge Consultant Fee]

Gross Proceeds from By-Product and Allowance Sales

E(m) is divided by the Average Monthly Revenue for the 12 Months

Ending with the Current Expense Month R(m') which results in an

Environmental Surcharge Factor.
RATE OF RETURN

KU proposed a rate of return of 5.85 percent as an interim

rate for the limited purpose of this case. The rate is based on

the actual cost of KU's last pollution control bond issue in

December 1993. No other party proposed an alternative return. KU

qualified this rate as interim, stating that after its next general

rate case the return should be that authorized in the rate case.
KRS 278.183 does not provide for an interim return, only a

reasonable return. The Commission, having considered the evidence

presented in this case, finds a return of 5.S5 percent reasonable.

-19"



SURCHARGE ALLOCATION

KU proposes to calculate the surcharge as a percentage of

total revenues which will thon be applied to customers'ills. In

this manner, all customers will receive equal percentage increases

to their monthly electric bills. This method ensures that all
customer classoe arc charged a proportionate share of the costs of

environmental compliance. One of KU's stated goals in developing

the proposed surcharge was tc avoid significant changes in the

allocation of costs reflected in existing rates. As its current

rates, and the resulting revenues, reflect existing cost

allocations, KU contends that its production cost analysis supports

allocating the surcharge amounts based on revenues. It further

states that its proposal will be better understood by customers,

simpler to administer, and more easily monitored by the Commission.

The AG argues that a cost-of-service study is needed to

allocate surcharge revenues between customer classes. Absent such

a study, the AG recommends that demand and energy allocators it
developed i'or each oi'he IS construction pro)acts included in KU's

surcharge plan be used to assign the surcharge amounts to the

customer classes. The AG contends that the energy allocator should

be used for Ghent 1 scrubber costa, which account for the ma)ority

oi'he pro]ected surcharge costs, becausei ( 1) the use of the

allocator i,s consistent with alternative, energy-driven compliance

strategiesi (2) the cost of the scrubber would be allocated in a

cost-of-service study based on average demand, a surrogate for an

energy allocatori and (3) the scrubber will reduce fuel costs and

-20-



its costs should be allocated in the same manner as fuel costs
would be allocated. The AG's proposal would result in a reduced

allocation of costs to the residential class,
KIUC recommends allocating surcharge amounts following

historic Commission practice and established cost-of-service

principles. KIUC maintains that the cost of a scrubber does not

vary with the energy output of the generating unit and therefore

should not be allocated based on energy. Rather, it argues that

the capital costs of pollution control equipment are demand-related

and should be allocated based on demand. As a surrogate for a

demand-based cost-oE-service allocation, KIUC recommends a

percentage of revenues approach calculated using non-fuel revenues

rather than total revenues, KIUC's approach would result in a

reduced allocation of costs to the industrial class.
In a limited proceeding such as this, the allocation of costs

reflected in existing rates should be maintained absent a

compelling argument to the contrary. The intervenors argued for an

allocation based on cost-of-service principles but did not present

compelling arguments for departing from the existing allocation of

costs nor did they file cost-of-service studies to support their

positions. The Commission has frequently used a percentage of

revenues method to maintain the allocation of costs reElected i.n

existing rates absent a cost-of-service study or when those filed
have been re]ected, KU's approach achieves this result and is
consistent with its production cost analysis, the results of which

were not refuted by any party. Furthermore, KU's proposal would in

-21-



fact be simpler to administer, better understood by customers, and

more easily monitored by the Commission.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that:
1. KU's surcharge plan, consisting of 15 projects to meet

federal, state and local environmental regulations is approved.

2. KU's Rate Schedule ES is approved as modified herein for

service rendered on and after July 20, 1994.

3. KU's proposed Rate Schedule ES is denied.

4. KU shall develop an Emission Allowance Management

Strategy Plan as outlined in Appendix A. The plan shall be filed
at the time of the first 6-month review, with changes reported at
each subsequent 6-month review, and a full updated plan filed
during each 2-year review.

5. KU's rate of return of 5,85 percent for the environmental

surcharge is approved.

6. KU's percentage of revenue allocation method is approved.

7. The reporting formats included in Appendix B shall be

used, as specified therein, for each monthly filing, 6-month

review, 2-year review, and new pollution control capital
investments.

8. Within 10 days of the date of this Order, KU shall file
with the Commission revised tariff sheets setting out the Rate

Schedule ES as approved herein.
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Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 19th day of July, 1994.

PUBLIC SERVICE CONNISSION

25. 2 Jcfd~

ATTEST:

M! ~ lvjw
Executive Director



APPENDIX A

APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUSLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
IN CASE NO. 93-465 DATED July 19, 1994.

EMISSION ALLOWANCE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY PLAN
Suggested Format

l. Introduction — Presents the compliance plan that
identifies the currently assumed allowance inventory and the
ob)ectives of managing allowances.

2. Allowance Management Strategy — Analyzes KU's available
alternatives and presents the currently assumed allowance
inventory.

3. Contingency Reserve — Discusses KU's potential need for
an allowance contingency reserve which would be required to ensure
adequate allowances exist to cover unanticipated events that would
increase emissions.

4. Allowance Management Plan — Presents an allowance plan
that guides future allowance related activities in accordance with
KU's overall allowance strategy and objectives.

5. Implementation Plan — Discusses the activities planned
over the next 12 months to implement the allowance strategy and
management plan.

At a minimum, the emission allowance management strategy plan
should address the following issues. This listing is not intended
to be all inclusive.

Objectives for strategy (i.e., balance costs and risk,
maintain flexibility to respond to market development,
provide adequate contingency reserve.)
Forecast of emission allowance balances and role of
emission allowances in the broader acid rain compliance
plan ~

Forecasts of emission allowance prices.
Understanding Qf current market prices and activity.
Understanding of allowance market mechanisms (i.e.,
auctions, private trades.)
Analysis of alternative strategies (banking, sales,
portfolio approaches.)

Development of appropriate contingency reserve levels.



Valuation of emission allowances for planning (i.e.,
economy energy pricing, power plant dispatch.)
Internal organisation issues {assignment of allowance
management responsibilities.)
Tracking and reporting.



APPENDIX B

APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
IN CASE NO. 93-465 DATED July 19, 1994.

INDEX OF REPORTING FORMATS FOR THE KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
ENVIRONMENTAL SURCHARGE

[Monthly, 6-Month Review, 2-Year Review, and Future Projects]

Monthly Reporting Formats:

ES Form 1.0 Calculation of E(m) and Environmental Surcharge
Factor

ES Form 2.0 Revenue Requirements of Environmental
Compliance Costs

ES Form 2.1
ES Form 2.2
ES Form 2.3
ES Form 2.4

ES Form 2.5

ES Form 3.0

Plant, CWIP S Depreciation Expense

Inventory of Spare Parts S Limestone

Inventory of Emission Allowances

Calculation of Incremental OSM Expenses and
Determination of Working Capital Allowance

Pollution Control Operating S Maintenance
Expenses

Monthly Average Revenue Computation R(m)

Six-Month and 2-Year Review Formats:

ES Form 4.0
ES Form 4.1
ES Form 4.2

Future Projects:
ES Project

Recap of Billing Factors and Revenue

Recap of Environmental Compliance Rate Base

Recap of Pollution Control Operating Expenses

New Pollution Control Capital Investments
[To be completed only when proposing an
additional capital investment for
inclusion in the surcharge.]



ES Form 1.0
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY - ENVIRONNENTAL SURCHARGE REPORT

CALCULATION OF E{m) AND ENVIRONNENTAL SURCHARGE FACTOR
For the Expense Month of

CALCULATION OF E(m)

E(m) = (RB/12)[ROR + (ROR - DR)(TR/(1 — TR))] + PCOE — BAS

Where:
E(m)
RB
ROR
DR
TR
PCOE
BAS

Environmental Surcharge Gross Revenue Requirement
Environmental Compliance Rate Base
Rate of Return on Environmental Compliance Rate Base
Pollution Control Bond Rate
Composite Federal s State Income Tax Rate
Pollution Control Operating Expenses
Gross Proceeds from By-Product and Allowance Sales

RB
RB/12
(ROR + (ROR — DR)(TR/(1 — TR))]
PCOE
BAS

a $
$

E(m) c $

CALCULATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL SURCHARGE FACTOR

E(m): Environmental Surcharge Gross
Revenue Requirement $

R(m): Average Monthly Revenue for the
12 Months Ending with the
Current Expense Month = $

Environmental Surcharge Factor: E(m)/R(m)
(% of Revenue)

Effective Date for Billing:

Submitted By:

Title:

Date Submitted:



ES Form 2.0
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY — ENVIRONMENTAL SURCHARGE REPORT

REVENUE REOUIREMENTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE COSTS
For the Expense Month of

DETEBMINATION OY ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE BATE BASE

Eligible Pollution Control Plant

Eligible Pollution Control CHIP Excluding AFUDC

Subi,otal

Additlonsr

Inventory - Spare Parts

Invent.ory — Limestone

Inventory — Emission Allowances

Pollutlan Control Working Capital

Subtotal

Deduct,iona:

Accumulated Depreciation on Eligible
Pollution Control Plant

Pollution Control Daf err'cd Income Taxes s

Pollution Control Deferred
Investmcnt 'I'ax Credit

Subtotal

Environmental Compliance Bate Haec

Is

DETEBMINATION OF POLLUTION CONTBOL OPEBATING EXPENSES

Monthly Incremental Operation s Maintenance Expense (+I-) S

Depreciation b Amartization Expense for Month

Taxes Other Than Income for Month

Insurance Expense for Month

Emission Allowance Expense

Surcharge Consultant I'ee for Month

Total pollution Control Operating Expenses s
PBOCEEDS YBOM ALIOWANCE SAI.ES DURING MONTH

Allocated
Allowances from

EPA

Is

Allowances
f rom

Over-Control

Is

Allowances
from

Purchases

Total Proceeds
from

Allowance Sales

Is



RS Form Y.I

KENTUCKY UTILITIPiS COMPANY IgNVIRONMKNTAL SURCRAROS PlrANTr CWIP i URPRPKIATION RXPIOISS
For the Nooth Fhdad

Pradect
Description

Plant in
Bervice
Balance

esclude
rhnrges
Prior to
06/30/82

Eligible el lgibt ~
Plant Accum

Amounts Dapf ~c

El 1g ibis
Het Plant

ln
Ber vlce

CW1P
Amount eligible

ENcludlng Het Book
APVDC Vain ~

Honthly
Da'te

Deprea,
Espsn ~ ~

Scrubber

Gypsum Stacker

3'lus Cas
Diaper ~ lon

emir ~ ion Honltor ~

EWBI 4 3 — Burner
Hodlr ication

EWB2, CHl 4 Gns-
Burner
Hodlrlcatlon

Ash Pond
Elevation

Hev Ash Btareg ~

precipitator 4

Ash Handling

Ash Pand
Plltrst ion gystem

Precipitator
All Planta

Precipitator
Ghent 1

Precipitator
Brovn 1

Dry Ply Ash
Ha n dl in g

Dust ellmlnstlan
Bystem

rot a 1~



Rl Pore 2.2

KENTUCKY UTILITIES CONPANI - ENVIRONNENTAL SURCBARGE - INVENTORIES OF SPARE PARTS d LINESTONE
Fot the Month Ended

areen tlver

t, n, trovn

ahent

Tyrone

plnevlll ~

It ahentr

Tone

Dollars

~ /TOO

At ai ~ en nlv ~ II

Tone

Dot 1st ~

tyyon

teplnnlnp purchssss utllised ) other tndlnp
inventory ndfuetmsnt ~ i inventory

sperm p ~ fts

1lmestone

Ae ~ ~on( ~ 1 Tof
ndlustments



ES tore 2,3

KEIPITICEY UTILITIPS CONPANT - ENVIAONNKNTAL SUACNAAQE - INUIOITOAT Ot ENISSION ALMWANCFS

tor the Nonth Endod

bepinninp
inventory

Allocations/
Purchases

Ut lilted Sold bndlnp
lnv ~ ntory

Allocation>
Perches ~ or
Scil Date

Vintspa Ysar ~

TOTAL SHIBBION AI LUWANCSS IN IHVSNTOSTI ALL CIA88181CAT1DNSI

Ouantlty

Dollar ~

8/Allovancs

ALIUCATSD ALLOWANCSS PAOH SPAI

Ousnt ity

ALLowANcss pnoH ovsb-coHTADL (ovsb Scnubbrnp)I

Onantlty

ALLownncrs pboN puncHASSBI

Ouantlty

Dot isr 4

8/Ailovance

NU 1 ~ rspuired to mslnt ~ In sdepuat ~ ~ llovance raoords Which vl!1 olios ready ldantificatlon of tha number of each
ciss ~ lflcatlon of siiovancss Included ln Sndlnp inventory.



ES Form 2.4

KFJGTUCKY UTILITIES CONPANY - 22lVIRONNENTAL SURCHMlGE
CALCU)BASTION OF INCRENKNTAL OGN EXPENSES AND DETERNINATION OF NORKING CAPITAL ALLOWANCE

For the Nonth Ended

Incremental oaN rrpensoa

11th Previous Honth

10th Previous Honth

9th Previous Month

8th Previous Honth

7th Previous Month

5th Previous Month

5th Pr ~viou ~ Month

~ th Previous Month

3rd Previous Month

2nd Previous Honth

previous Month

Current Month

Total 12 Month OaH

1st ~ has ~ line
412 Nonths rnded 05'31/94)

Determination of work lnp capital Allouancs

12 Honth Incremental DGN

rapensoe to bo
Included ln
Worklns Capital
Allovance

Ons ~ )0hth 41/8) of
12 Month Incremont ~ I
OGN Aspera ~

Pollution Control
Worklne Capital
Allowance

Noir

Tho Honthly Incremental OGH 1 ~ obtained by dlvidln9
ths 12 Honth Incremental Oaw by 12. Ths r ~ sultlnp
amount I ~ to bo recorded as ~ <+) or I-) on aa tars
2.0 under "Determination of Pollution Control Oporat lns
rapsn ~ a ~ ."

12 Month Incremental OGM

Monthly Incremental oaM

Instructional
At the time of KU'8 first surcharge filing, 0 ES Form 2.5 is to be prepared for each month shown for the

twelve month period ending with the current expense month.
At the time of KU'8 first surcharge filing, provide a ES Form 2.5 which shows the amounts for each

subaccount listed for the twelve months ending Nay 31r 1994.



ES Form R.5

K2U6TUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY — ENVIRONNENTAL SURCEARGE
poLLUTION CONTROL opERATING 0 NAINTENANcE ExpENsE8

For the Nonth Ended

Pollution Control
Operatlnp and Maintenance

tapes des

50205PC Scrubber Operation

51209PC - scrubber Maintenance

51207PC - hsh Hsndllnp - Maintenance

50605PC - Ctxs 6
Precipitator'peration

5120apc - crxs 6 precipitator ~
Halntenancs

Total pC 06N trpense

!
current

creen t. w. Nonth
River I Provn ] Chant [ Tyrono [ Plnevlll ~ I Total

Instructional
At the time of KU's first surcharge filing, prepare a separate ES Form 2.5 for each month included in the

twelve month period ending with the current expense month.
At the time of KU's first surcharge filing, provide an account description for each of the listed

subaccounts.
In any month where significant changes occur in the five nubaccount expense levels, attach to this form

sn explanation of the reason(s) for the chango.



ES Fore 3.0

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY — ENVIRONMENTAL SURCHARGE —MONTHLY AVERAGE REVENUE COMPUTATION R(e)
For the Nonth Ended

(2)

Kentucky Jur)sd)ct(onal Revenue

(2) I (4) I (4) I (4)

dict ional
Total Company

(4) I (g)

month
Ba ~ 4

Revenues

fuel
Clause

Revenues

Environ-
mental

Surcharge Total
(2)+(2)+(4)

Total
Excluding
Environ.
Surcharge
(S)-(4)

Total Total
(S)v(7)

Total
Excluding
Environ.
Sutchatga
(S)-(4)

10

12

Nonth average or Total company Revenues Excluding Environmental surcharge,
Por 12 Nonths Ending



ES Form 4.0

KENTUCKY UTII ITIES COMPANY — 12(VIRONMENTAL SURCHARGE

SIX MONTH AND TWO YEAR REVIEW
RECAP OF BILLING FACTORS AND REVENUE

For the Period through

CUrt ~nt
Evpsna ~

Month

E(mi
cross

Environ.
Surchargo

Revenue
Requirement

(Nots 1)

Tot'el
Company
Revenue

(Incl. i'AC
Eacl. ES]

Environ.
SUrchargs
Billing
Factor

(Not ~ 2]

Nat Six
Month a

Env it on.
Sulchatgs
Billing
Factot

(Not ~ I]

XY Retail
JUN]a.

Revenue
(incl. FAC
Eacl. ES]

Environ.
Surcharge

Revenue
(Mote 4]

XY Juris.
over/

(under]
Collection

(Note S]

(gi

TOtal
companY

ov ~ r/
(under]

Collection
(Nota 6)

For each Expense Month included in the 6 Month Review Period, list the appropriate billing factors and revenues.
At the 2 Year Review, provide this (nformation for the entire review period.

Note
Note
Note

hots
Note
Note

I: E(m) (RB/12){ROR + (ROR - DR)(TR/(1 - TR})) + PCOE — BAS
2: 2nd previous month Column 2 / 2nd previous month Column 3
3r Net of the month's Environmental Surcharge Factor and the appropriate Over/(Under) Collection

ad3ustment. Show the calculation of the Over/(Under) Collection ad3ustment on a separately attached
worksheet.

4r Coluran 5 times Column 6
Sr Column 5 times (current lese 2nd previous month Column 6)
6r {Column 8 times Column 3) / Column 6. Converts Over/(Under> Collection to Total Company Level.



ES Fora d.l

XkWPUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY - ENVIRONMENTAL SURCHARGE

SIX MONTH AND TNO YEAR REVISE
R)DCAP OF ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE RATE BASE

For tho Poriod throu()h

(a~) (5)

Add) t lone

(d)

Deductlons

(g) (g)

current
rrpense
Sooth

el)gib)a
Pollution
Control

Plant

rl lg lbl ~
Pollution
Control

cvlp
rrr)ud)ng

ApuDc

levanter 1 ~ s I

riper'E re ,
1)martens S

rmls ~ lnn
Allovances

Pollution
control
«erring
Cap) t ~ 1

Allovance

Accumulated
Depret let )on

on
Sl (glbl ~
Pollution
Control

Plant

Po 1 lu t )on
Control
Deterred

lncoms
Taros

Pollution
Control

Der ~ rred
investment

Tsr
Credits

environ-
mental

Compliance
n ~ 'ls Ss ~ ~
(Col. (2)+
())+(~ )s(5)-(d)-())-

(s)

For each Exponso Month included in the 6 Month Rovie«Period, list the appropriate components of the
Envlronmontal Compl isnco Rale Bono.
At the I Year Revio«, provide this information for the entire revie« period.



ES Form 6.2

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY —ENVIRONMENTAL SURCHARGE

SIX MONTH AND TWO YEAR REYIEW
RECAP OF POLI UTIQN CONTROL OPERATING EXPENSES

For the Period through

current
Expense

Month

(2)

Incremental
oper ~ tlon 1
Maintenance

txpsnses
(+ or )

Depreclstlon
snd

snort>xat>on
txpena ~

(4>

Insurance
Expense

Propertr
T&X

Expense

tml ~ alon
alloxsncs
Expenses

Surchare ~
Consultant

Pe ~

Total
Pollut>on
control

Operating
Expsn ~4 ~
(Col. 2
thru I)

For each Expense Month included in the 6 Month Reviexr Period, list the appropriate components of the Pollution
Control Operating Expenses.
At the 2 Year Beviev, provide this information for the entire revietx period,



NS Project

KENTVC)(y VTILITIBS CONPANY

NEN POLLVTION C(SITROL CAPITAL INVNSTNSNTS

PAMRCT 'TITLe and DSQCAIPTION1

Dot)at Amount or project
(Des lgnat ~ aa Actual (A) or satlmated (s) I

LI ~ t Appi lcabl ~ environmental hegulat ion( ~ )

Ll ~ t Applicable environmental Permit( ~ )

Indicate Construction Schedule
(Designate as Actual (A) or S~ tllratad It) )

Indicate pollutant or Wast ~ ey-product to bs
Controlled by Project

Designate tha Arroctsd consrsting station

hand

ths Control paclllty

L)at All internal snglnaerlnq or economic
studies completed ln support or tha project
[KU should bs prepared to provide scca'o

any ll ~ tsd study Ir so requested)

Identity ths Nanagsment Authority vho
Approved tha Project

List any Int ~ mal Work order Number ~
Applicable to ths Project

A separate form Ie to be comp)eted for each proposed project.
Attach add(t(onal sheets as necessary.

6ubmjt tcd Bjrr

Title(

Date 6ubmittedi


